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Message from the Lord Mayor
Nuatali Nelmes

The City of Newcastle is pleased to present our
strategic Parking Plan 2021-2030 On the street: A plan
to better manage parking in the Newcastle LGA.
This plan underpins a clear and consistent approach
to parking throughout the City Centre and
surrounding suburbs aimed at supporting our vibrant
local businesses and protecting local residential
amenity for those who call the city and surrounding
suburbs home.
Importantly, our new plan for parking has been
developed in close consultation with local businesses,
communities, and key stakeholders, and focuses on
managing parking demand and utilisation now, and
into the future, as our City continues to grow.
A comprehensive parking demand and supply
assessment covering the area from Hamilton East
through to Nobbys and south to Cooks Hill, and the
Hamilton and The Junction commercial areas has
been undertaken.
This assessment indicates that perceived parking
issues in Newcastle are related to management,
rather than lack of supply.

By carefully considering the amount, location and
design of parking in new developments, we will ensure
vitality of our City and surrounding suburbs and
consistency with our strategic planning objectives for
vibrant, connected and walkable neighbourhoods.
From feedback provided by local businesses, we know
that promoting regular car parking turnover is crucial
to achieving optimal utilisation of our existing onstreet parking spaces.
By improving and properly managing parking
demand and utilisation, we hope to support our
community’s aspirations for Newcastle to be a smart,
liveable and sustainable global city.

Councillor Nuatali Nelmes
Lord Mayor of Newcastle

Jeremy Bath

Filling 85% of car spaces is widely viewed as the
optimum capacity for on street parking. Flip that
number and it tells us that we need to ensure on a
typical day in Newcastle, one in seven car spaces
should be available for parking.
At 85%, parking spaces are well used but not so much
that drivers can’t locate a space reasonably quickly.
Once occupancy levels go above 85%, the data tells
us drivers become frustrated, often leaving. When
they remain and commence circling the area waiting
for an available park to appear, their presence can
cause traffic to bank up.
In developing this new Parking Plan, City of Newcastle
has looked to best practice examples and reshaped
them for our local context. The Plan focuses on action
to manage parking demand and utilisation.

We also want to improve the experience of the
people who use parking and make better use of
data to inform our management of parking spaces.
A holistic approach – which optimises our potential
and the opportunities for our streetscapes, whilst
recognising and addressing the challenges – is how
we will ‘flip the power’ from a narrow perspective
focused on vehicles, to a broader perspective
focused on people.

Jeremy Bath
Chief Executive Officer

Our City Centre has a long history of paid parking,
with meters introduced in the 1950s. Charging the
right price for parking – where paid parking schemes
exist – is an important mechanism to help manage
parking demand.
Importantly, this Plan proposes to develop a policy
for local reinvestment of parking revenue, with
consideration to be given to types of projects funded
and how projects will be identified and prioritised.

City of Newcastle

It also indicated that concerns once raised only in
relation to the City Centre, were becoming more
prevalent in other local commercial centres.

To address this, City of Newcastle is committed
to managing parking more effectively throughout
the CBD while also ensuring that our local centres
can thrive.

Message from the CEO
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Introduction
City of Newcastle (CN), like many other cities and
towns in Australia, and indeed throughout the world,
is grappling with how to address high reliance on
car use, given the adverse consequences cars
can produce in densely populated urban areas.
How we manage parking supply, utilisation, location
and price will support or undermine our efforts
to become a smart, liveable sustainable city.
The quantum of parking, where it is located,
what form it takes and how it is managed, have
significant environmental, economic, social and
health impacts. Some of these impacts are obvious,
others less so. We can observe congestion arising
from cars cruising around to find spaces, and the
loss of active street frontages from large areas of
at-grade car park. Less transparent, and perhaps
not so immediate, are the costs of providing these
spaces; impacts on our travel choices, our health,
street amenity and the vibrancy of our centres.
Newcastle is a city in transition. While our city’s
history and geography is unique, there are relevant
learnings from other cities that have had success with
addressing the impacts of car use and made their
city and local centres more vibrant places for people
to live, work and recreate. We also need to continue
to be flexible in our approach given the rapidly
evolving space that is modern public transport
in many parts of the world and the opportunities
that improvements in technology are providing.
Our Newcastle 2030 Community Strategic Plan
outlines a vision for Newcastle as a smart, liveable
and sustainable global city in which walking and

Current situation
cycling are viable choices for the majority of our
trips. Our land use planning strategies reinforce
compact mixed-use centres, that reduce travel
demand. Parking management has implications
for a range of economic, environmental and
social outcomes, including our urban form,
vitality of our centres and travel choices.
Determining the quantity, location and cost of
parking are complex matters that are rarely resolved
in such a way that satisfies all interested parties.
Even though multiple parking studies have been
undertaken in the City Centre, implementation of
recommendations has been somewhat piecemeal.
Objectives for management of parking outside
of the City Centre are not clear. In short, there
is a lack of clear direction, policy and objective
evidence on which to base decisions.
Our challenge is to provide enough parking spaces
to support reasonable access by car, particularly
where other options are limited, while making
changes that support more walking, riding, public
transport and shared arrangements. FFurther,
we should make the best use and most efficient
use of public space, and be able to adopt to a
changing transport environment. While we do this,
we need to inform and work with our community
so that they understand our objectives and the
evidence that sites behind our decision making.
We need to change. This Plan is a ten-year
plan that will guide parking management
and assist in shaping how our streets and
public spaces are used, supporting our vision
for a smart, liveable, sustainable city.

Travel patterns

How do we travel?
Our use of cars for travel has been consistently
high over the last two decades, for the journey to
work, as indicated by Census data, and for all trip
purposes generally, as indicated by the Transport
for NSW Household Travel Survey. For the journey to
work, decreases in mode share to public transport,
walking and riding have occurred from 1996 to 2016,
accompanied by increases in mode share to cars.

At present, we are heavily reliant on private cars for
the majority of our transport needs. While the NSW
Government has primary responsibility for public
transport, CN is largely responsible for walking
and cycling infrastructure. With the majority of
our trips being less than 10km, we know that there
is significant potential for mode shift to walking
and cycling. We will continue to advocate for
improvements to public transport and over time,
our land use strategies for densification and mixed
use centres will reduce the need to travel. For the
short to medium term at least, the majority of our
community will continue to place great importance
on access by cars and other motorised transport.

1.6%
Other

3.5%

Work-related business

19.8%

Commute

21.3%

Social / recreation

Purpose and
% of total trips
Newcastle
2018/191

21.7%

Shopping

7.5%

Education/childcare

8.9%

Personal business

15.7%

City of Newcastle

Serve passenger
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Parking supply

5.1%
6.5%

Other

Walked linked

57.2%

10.1%

Vehicle driver

Walked only

5.0%
Bus

1.9%

Travel mode
Newcastle
2018/191

Train

The City Centre has a long history of paid parking,
with meters introduced in the 1950s. From 1995, a
series of consultants’ reports has been relatively
consistent in recommendations to expand paid
parking areas, for pricing of on street parking higher
than off street and gradual increases in parking
charges. Implementation of recommendations
has been somewhat more ad hoc and the
outward expansion (and benefits) of paid parking
indicated by these reports has not been realised.

14.2%

Vehicle passenger

13.1%

Other, did not
work, not stated

72.3%

Worked at home

Car as driver
or passenger

3.8%

Train, bus, tram, ferry

1.9%
3.9%

Walked only

Paid parking applies at:
Honeysuckle

3.5%

Bike

Parking supply in the Newcastle City Centre and
inner suburbs parking precincts is comprised of
private and publicly accessible off street spaces
(private residential, private commercial, at-grade
off street car parks and publicly accessible off street
spaces in buildings) and on street spaces. Numerous
parking products apply, including unrestricted
areas, five, 10, 15, 30 minutes and one hour free,
time limited parking zones, and paid parking zones
with varying time restrictions. In all 1P and 2P areas,
15 minutes of free parking is automatically offered
to customers if they use the EasyPark app.4

Journey to work
Newcastle
20162

1.5%

Truck, taxi, motorbike

The Foreshore
Newcastle East
City West and Civic Monday to
Friday and Saturday mornings
Newcastle East and The Hill Monday to Friday

Major changes have occurred to on street and
off street parking since the development of the
city’s last parking strategy in 2015, with significant
development in the Honeysuckle precinct, the city’s
hosting of temporary major events and construction
and operation of light rail. These changes include:
Closure of the Lee Wharf temporary car park
Reduction in spaces at the
temporary Throsby car park
Removal of spaces on Hunter Street
due to light rail development
Closure of the ‘David Jones’ Car Park
Opening of No. 2 Sports Ground for parking
Closure of the Mall Car Park
Park and ride schemes have been trialled. Initiated
by Transport for NSW in response to light rail
construction impacts, the service was continued by
CN until April 2020 when it was suspended due to
COVID-19. University of Newcastle operates a limited
free park and ride service for its students and staff
between its City Centre and Callaghan campuses.
Prior to 2012, CN owned and managed three off
street car parks in the City Centre. Two of these have
since been sold to private operators. The third, the
Mall Car Park, has been closed since March 2020.
Where possible, on street and off street prices should
be set to encourage long-term parking to occur off
street. Coordination of pricing is challenging as CN
is unable to set rates in private car parks, that now
make up a large proportion of the off street supply.

Utilisation of public parking (on and off
street) has been surveyed relatively regularly,
however, little is known about the total
quantity and utilisation of private spaces.

City of Newcastle

As for Greater Newcastle,3 the majority of trips in the Newcastle local
government area are for discretionary purposes such as shopping or recreation.
Generally, there is a greater ability to choose the destination and timing of
travel with these trips, than for work-based trips. Over time, with better and
safer infrastructure, more of these trips could be made by walking and riding.
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CBD and surrounds parking precincts
Outside of the Newcastle City Centre, paid
parking operates at the CN owned Blackbutt
Reserve and in the privately operated Westfield
Kotara (for stays longer than three hours).
Time restrictions apply in some main streets of
suburban centres. Off street at-grade parking with
time restrictions is provided at:
Adamstown (Date Street)
Hamilton (Cleary Street, James Street)
Lambton (De Vitre Street)
Mayfield (Dora Street, Victoria Street)
New Lambton (Cromwell Street)
Wallsend (Boscawen Street, Kemp Street,
Dan Rees Street, Council Street)

Parking precincts

Off street parking areas associated with recreational
and sporting locations, such as car parks at CN
pools, parks and beaches, are generally unrestricted.
It is apparent that some suburban centres
are experiencing high demand and
warrant close observation and survey in the
short term. These include Islington, New
Lambton, Mayfield and Tighes Hill.

Long-stay and short-stay parking – Newcastle City Centre

Surveys undertaken in
2019 indicated 5,924 off
street spaces and 10,604
on street spaces.5

Parking demand
Finalised and reported to Council in 2015, a
comprehensive assessment of parking demand and
supply covering the area from Hamilton East through
to Nobbys and south to Cooks Hill, and the Hamilton
and The Junction commercial areas, indicated that
the ‘parking problem’ in Newcastle was primarily one
of management, rather than lack of supply. It also
indicated that issues once experienced only in the
City Centre were becoming more prevalent in other
commercial centres. It recommended a change in
approach based on travel demand management.
Particular issues noted were that:
Parking is not yet managed as part of an
integrated transport strategy for the entire city.
There is little real-time, easy to access
information about available parking supply.
Commuters take up many premium parking
bays in the early part of the day and CN has
little influence over the provision of public
transport or designated routes and frequency.
The implementation of user-pay parking and
parking fees has not been based on strategic
principles and on measured demand.
The method of monitoring compliance in
non-metered areas is impractical.
Regular surveys of parking demand every
three years would provide comparative results,
which would assist to determine time and fee
restriction amendments and the expansion
of paid parking to manage demand and
reduce spillover into unwanted areas.

1,151

Other (reserved zones)

3,854

Notwithstanding action to progress several of the
recommendations made in the study, there has been
little done to address the key issues identified.

Short stay
(3 hours or less)

5,599

On street
parking

City of Newcastle

Long stay
(more than 3 hours)
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2019 Parking survey
In line with the 2015 recommendations, surveys have
been repeated, with the most recent undertaken
in 2019. These were undertaken on a Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday. Analysis of results was
undertaken by parking consultant APC.6

A summary of key issues identified
for each precinct follows.
Precinct

Key Issues

Hamilton

Precinct has high demand for short to medium term parking. Multiple streets
have greater than 85% occupancy, including Lawson, Cameron, William, Bridge,
Steel, Eddy, Swan, Devon, Hudson and Bennett streets.

1,992 on street and
191 off street spaces)
Newcastle West
(291 on street spaces)
City West
(949 on street and
1,348 off street spaces)
Honeysuckle
(196 on street and
1,010 off street spaces)
Civic
(452 on street and
493 off street spaces)
City East
(933 on street and
900 off street spaces)

The Foreshore

Demand in this area is for short and medium term parking. Sections of long term
and unrestricted parking are inappropriate for this precinct. Generally, on street
parking is underutilised, which may be due to multiple time restrictions causing
driver confusion.
Further parking management measures are required to support night-time
economy, precinct visitation and activity. The wide range of time restrictions
throughout the precinct likely contributes to driver confusion.
8P on street parking encourages long term parking in a highly desirable short
to medium term parking precinct. Further parking management measures are
required to support night-time economy, precinct visitation and activity.
Several streets are averaging greater than 85% occupancy on Wednesday,
including Hunter, Darby, Crown, Newcomen and Church streets. High average
occupancy (greater than 85%) is also occurring on the weekend in some streets.
There are multiple time restrictions and inconsistencies, which are likely to
cause driver confusion. Pay parking provisions are inconsistent. Better parking
management on weekends and evenings is needed.
Several streets have greater than 85% occupancy. Parking demand is high
all week. More turnover of spaces is required to provide sought after short
term parking.

Key Issues

Newcastle East

The precinct has very high on street occupancy, with several streets averaging
over 85% on Wednesday.

(704 on street and
489 off street spaces)
The Hill
(1,101 on street spaces)

Several streets are averaging over 85% occupancy. Multiple time restrictions apply.
There is high demand for long stay parking in streets around King Edward Park.

King Edward Park

Spaces are not used efficiently, with insufficient turnover of unrestricted areas.

(184 spaces)
Darby
(526 on street and
164 off street spaces)
Cooks Hill
(404 on street spaces)
Wickham

The off street car parks (Art Gallery and Civic) averaged greater than 90%
occupancy on Wednesday.
There is high medium term parking demand in the area. Several streets
averaged greater than 85% occupancy.

(782 on street spaces)

The precinct has numerous streets of underutilised parking. While several
streets average over 85% occupancy, the overall average on street utilisation
is approximately 40%.

Hamilton East

On street spaces are not used efficiently.

(821 on street and
421 off street spaces)
The Junction
(770 on street spaces and
253 off street spaces)

While several streets have greater than 85% occupancy, they are not
grouped but distributed throughout the precinct. A large proportion of
on street parking is unrestricted and does not match the demand profile
for short to medium term parking.

Other key issues noted were:
Forty percent of on street parking in the area is
unrestricted. These spaces are not able to be wellmanaged for users. This figure is considered too
high to ensure optimal turnover of parking spaces.
Numerous parking time restrictions create
driver confusion. Reducing the number of
time restrictions will provide better options
for users and better management.

City of Newcastle

(499 on street and
655 off street spaces)

The precinct has inconsistent time restrictions and parking is generally
underutilised.

Precinct

12
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What you told us
about parking
Early engagement
workshops

The early engagement workshops explored
principles and issues around four key areas:

In September 2020, we undertook early engagement
with a range of government, business and other
stakeholders through a series of workshops in which
we discussed the roles of cycling, parking and our
streetscapes in contributing to the outcomes we want
for our city. Stakeholders consulted included:

1. streetscapes

Transport for NSW
Department of Regional NSW
Hunter and Central Coast Development Corporation
University of Newcastle
Property Council
Urban Development Institute of Australia
Newcastle Cycleways Movement
Hunter Business Chamber
Representative for Business
Improvement Associations
CN’s Liveable Cities Advisory Committee
CN’s Strategy and Innovation Advisory Committee
CN’s Cycleways Working Party

3. parking
4. implementation.

There was broad agreement that our streetscapes
need to safely accommodate a range of uses
and purposes, including walking, bike riding,
travelling by car or public transport, parking, as
well as contributing to our sense of community
and facilitating business activity. The evolving
transport scene globally was noted, with
emergence of different technologies having
potential to change how we move in the future.

There was general support for encouraging parking
space turnover through time restrictions, though
restrictions should be developed considering
the types of businesses in an area, noting that
different areas may require different approaches.
There was also a call for consideration of off street
parking options, with some stakeholders noting
underutilisation of commercial parking areas.
Developing the ‘right price’ for on street parking
was viewed as challenging. Some commented
that the price of parking should be positioned
as more expensive than public transport, with
others noting that parking needs to be equitable
for all. One stakeholder suggested surge-based
pricing. There was general agreement that
parking should be for customers and patrons
above business owners and employees.

The idea of investing parking proceeds to improve
the streetscapes they are collected from was
generally well received. Education and transparency
of how the proceeds would be used were noted
as important to the success of such an approach.
Allowing some flexibility in the use of kerbside
parking for local businesses or the community was
also suggested (e.g. allowing pop-up activities).
Integration of parking with other transport modes,
such as having parking available near public
transport nodes or cycleways into the City Centre,
was raised by several stakeholders as a means
of transitioning to sustainable transport modes.
Similarly, incentives for carpooling were also raised.
Evidence based decision making, community
involvement and clear communication were seen
as key elements in approaches to implementation
of parking plans. Support for trial projects, the
potential they afforded for data collection and
development of sound justification for permanent
measures, was raised in several forums.

It was acknowledged that our streets are a precious,
finite – and public – resource, and that with
constrained space, some trade-offs will be required.
A prominent theme in many of the discussions
was for greater consideration of people in our
streetscapes – not just cars, and not just from an
infrastructure perspective. It was also acknowledged
that all streets are not the same – whether main
roads or suburban streets – and therefore the
needs of those streets are not the same. Explicit
definition of a hierarchy of uses for the different
types of streets in our city was suggested as a way
to provide clarity about needs and opportunities.

City of Newcastle

CN staff

2. cycling

While it was noted that many members of the
community still have an expectation of free
parking close to their desired destination, it was
also noted that at large shopping centres (like
Westfield Kotara and Charlestown Square) people
often walk 500 metres from their car to a shop.

14
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The importance
of our streetscapes
Parking and associated access areas consume
considerable space – a standard on road space
takes up approximately 15m2, and a car space
in a structure considerably more (approximately
35m2), accounting for access and manoeuvring.
On street parking modifies a street’s aesthetics,
particularly from a pedestrian’s point of view. On
a typical street, on street parking accounts for
approximately 25% of the road reserve space.
Streets are one of our most important public assets.
They are in effect ‘the veins’ of our city, enabling
movement of people, vehicles, goods, services and
infrastructure. The way in which they have been
designed and built affects our decisions about
how we choose to move around, how easily we
can incorporate physical activity into our daily
routine, the quality of the air we breathe, exposure
to the risk of a collision, our ability to interact with
others and our general health and well-being.
Our streets are finite spaces with multiple
demands on them. Trees and landscaping,
wider footways, cycling infrastructure, public
transport stops and seating, are all desirable
streetscape elements that compete for space
with parking. However it is clear that we cannot
have all of these in our streets and public spaces
or at least all cannot be equally prioritised.

For example, how space is allocated in a residential
street may be quite different from how it is allocated
in a mainstreet or local centre. How space is
prioritised will be informed by the Safe Systems
approach and the Movement and Place framework.
As indicated in the Practitioners’ Guide
to Movement and Place,7 the objective is
to achieve roads and streets that:
contribute to the network of public space
within a location, where people can live
healthy, productive lives, meet each other,
interact, and go about their daily activities
are enhanced by transport and have the
appropriate space allocation to move people
and goods safely and efficiently, and connect
places together. Balancing movement and place
recognises that trade-offs may be required
to achieve a best fit for the objectives.

Particularly for our centres, the priority that we
place on providing for people, as opposed to
providing for cars, is key to how well the centre will
function and attract people to visit and linger.

TRAIN
STATION

City of Newcastle
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Source: Transport for NSW

Opportunities

Lack of knowledge about how and why people travel
where they do can hinder our efforts to undertake
works in the public domain. Many business owners
consider that readily available, plentiful parking
is essential to their continued operation and
vitality of a centre and that decreases in provision
would be detrimental. This is allied with opinions
about the proportion of customers that arrive by
car – figures which are often overestimated. The
fact that the media and business owners express
concern over parking suggests, as Marsden also
observes, that we ‘do not understand enough
about how individuals respond to parking policy
interventions nor how these responses interact with
local circumstances, the availability of alternate
transport modes or alternative destinations’.8

A range of factors influences an individual’s decisions
about how and when they travel. The viability of
alternatives to private vehicles will vary depending
on the individual, origin and destination and time.
Making it easier to walk and ride are priorities for
CN. We are endeavouring to address key barriers
to increased participation in active transport, by
working on connecting and expanding active
transport networks and improving safety and amenity.

Various studies have shown that those who do ride
or walk are better customers, spending more time
in the area and more money over a period than
those engage in drive-by shopping.9 In Good for
Busine$$, Tolley found that many car-borne shoppers
‘are “drive-through” shoppers, stopping to pick up
one item on the way to their eventual destination,
rather than people for whom shopping is their main
purpose for visiting the area’ and that retail vitality
‘would be best served by traffic restraint, public
transport improvements, and a range of measures
to improve the walking and cycling environment’.10
Other than parking, the mix of goods that are on
offer, the ease of getting around having arrived,
options for access by alternative transport
modes, amenity of the area – all of these
factors influence functioning of the centre.

BUS STOP

BUS STOP

Challenges

The infrastructure that we design and build
now needs to cater for a wide range of likely
future micromobility devices, such as e-scooters
and cargo bikes. We need a degree of ‘future
proofing’, not only in our public domain
works but in development provisions.
CN has a limited role in public transport,
but will continue to advocate and work
with Transport for NSW for improvements.
The NSW Government’s Greater Newcastle
Future Transport Plan outlines initiatives for
improvements to bus services, investigation
of light rail expansion and travel demand
management measures to meet its 2056 targets.
Through advocacy and direct action to improve
walking and cycling networks, CN is working
towards changes in mode share splits. That said,
not everyone wants or is able to walk or cycle
and if public transport is not viable, a reduction in
single occupant car trips may be achieved through
facilitating car pooling, car sharing and park and ride.
Over the last decade consumers have increasingly
embraced new mobility options. With advancements
in GPS and smart cards, car share has expanded
rapidly and is now available in most capital cities,
as are bike share schemes.11 Carpooling, or ride
sharing, can now be arranged virtually instantly via
a smart phone. Ride hailing services such as Uber
and Lyft have experience rapid growth. Mobility
as a service is on the rise, with pilot programs
operating in several cities around the world.
Autonomous vehicles have the potential to significantly
change how we move. The NACTO Blueprint for
Autonomous Urbanism indicates warns that AV
technology ‘must be harnessed to decrease driving,
not to merely make long drives more palatable’.12

‘City governments must work rapidly to change how street
space is designed and allocated before yesterday’s values
become enshrined in tomorrow’s concrete.’
13
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The policy settings for
parking are all in place
Our aspirations for parking in the Newcastle
LGA align with a comprehensive suite of
local, regional and state strategies.
High level alignment with the Newcastle 2030
Community Strategic Plan (CSP) is essential to
the long-term implementation and success of
the Parking Plan. The actions of this Plan have
been designed to clearly integrate with the
community objectives and strategies of the CSP
across the seven strategic directions as well
as the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Sustainable Development Goals
and New Urban Agenda
Newcastle is a United Nations city and has adopted
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the
New Urban Agenda as cornerstones for planning.
Achieving the SDGs and the New Urban Agenda
requires partnerships between stakeholders, including
all levels of government, community and the private
sector. Initiatives in the Parking Plan align with and
contribute to the realisation of the following SDGs:

The strategic direction for transport
in the Newcastle 2030 CSP is:
Transport networks and services will be
well connected and convenient. Walking,
cycling and public transport will be viable
options for the majority of our trips.

Reduction in private vehicle use and shifts to
active and public transport are central to CN’s
Newcastle Transport Strategy. It acknowledges
the role of parking in influencing travel choices
and commits to management of parking to
improve the safety, accessibility, amenity and
vitality of centres and encourage increased
use of sustainable transport modes.

Sustainable Development Goals

Local
Newcastle 2030
Community
Strategic Plan
State

Future
Transport
Strategy

Newcastle Transport
Strategy

Newcastle Parking Plan

Newcastle 2030 Community Strategic Plan

The Newcastle 2030 Community Strategic Plan outlines a vision for a smart, sustainable, liveable city
in which walking, cycling and public transport are viable options for the majority of our trips.
The Parking Plan is aligned with the following community objectives and strategies of Newcastle 2030
Community Strategic Plan:

Objective 1.3:

Safe, reliable and efficient road and parking networks

Strategy 1.3a:

Ensure safer road networks through effective planning and maintenance

Objective 3.1:
Public places that provide for diverse activity and strengthen our social 		
		connections

Objective 4.2:

Active and healthy communities with physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing

Objective 5.2:

Mixed-use urban villages supported by integrated transport networks

Strategy 5.2b:

Plan for an urban environment that promotes active and healthy communities

Objective 6.3:

A thriving city that attracts people to live, work, invest and visit

Objective 7.1:

Integrated, sustainable, long-term planning for Newcastle and the Region

Strategy 7.3a:
Provide opportunities for genuine engagement with the community to inform 		
		Council’s decision-making
Strategy 7.3b:

Provide clear, consistent, accessible and relevant information to the community

– Local Strategic
Planning Statement
– Newcastle Climate
Action Plan
– Newcastle
Development
Control Plan
– Parking
Management
Framework

City of Newcastle

– Smart City Strategy
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Hunter
Regional
Plan

Greater
Newcastle
Metropolitan
Plan

Our Budget
Delivery Program

– Economic
Development
Strategy

Operational Plan
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The case for change
Reinforcement of a hierarchy of centres,
densification and integration of a mix of land
uses are underlying principles of our Local
Strategic Planning Statement and Local
Environmental Plan. We are planning for
growth, in jobs and population but do not
want corresponding growth in private car use
and its concomitant impacts. Pressures that
were previously evident in the City Centre core
are now manifest in many of the adjacent
residential areas and commercial centres.

There are inconsistencies in our current arrangements
and practices. While overall goals for mode shift
are clear in our overarching strategies, some
of our development controls lack flexibility and
clarity to readily support objectives, such as when
a development proposes car parking provision
lower than stipulated rates with supporting
travel demand measures. In the absence of an
endorsed user hierarchy, we have not consistently
afforded people the priority they should have in
decisions of how best to use our public space.

With recognition that catering for unconstrained
population demand is unsustainable, and of the
poor urban design outcomes of past approaches,
cities throughout Australia and around the world
are making concerted efforts to reduce private
vehicle use. Travel demand management14 is
the application of techniques and programs to
achieve more efficient use of transport resources.
It gives higher value trips and lower cost modes
priority over lower value, higher cost trips with a
corresponding hierarchy of walking, cycling, public
transport and service vehicles over private cars.

We have failed to manage knock on effects of
parking restrictions applied on a street basis, in lieu
of a more comprehensive area-wide approach.
Drivers can park free of charge in many streets
adjacent the Newcastle City Centre and in high
demand areas such as Cooks Hill (e.g. Darby
Street), The Junction (e.g. Union Street, Kenrick
Street, Glebe Road) and Hamilton (e.g. Beaumont
Street, Tudor Street, Donald Street). These are
areas with relatively good public transport access.
Free parking in these locations undermines efforts
to encourage mode shift and contributes to
more congestion as drivers cruise for a space.

Walking and cycling are the most sustainable
modes of transport; they are accessible
to the majority of people, offer significant
health benefits and, given that the majority
of trips in Newcastle are less than 10km, there
would appear to be significant potential
to substitute car trips for these modes.

Goal

We will manage parking demand
and utilisation in the Newcastle LGA by:

City of Newcastle will manage parking to
improve the amenity of our streets, support
accessibility of our centres and to encourage
mode shift to active and public transport.

Carefully considering the amount, location and
design of parking in new development to ensure
vitality of centres and consistency with our planning
objectives for compact, walkable neighbourhoods

Key themes

Using technology, type and time restrictions
and price, to promote turnover, achieve optimal
utilisation and mode shift to sustainable transport

To achieve this goal, the Parking Plan
is structured around six key themes:

Ensuring our operational parking policies allow for a
consistent approach to resolution of parking issues

1. Improve parking controls for development

Charging the right price for parking and establishing
a model to reinvest paid parking proceeds to
improve the streetscapes they are collected from

2. Manage parking demand
3. Charge the right price
4. Improve the customer experience
5. Improve knowledge base, data
analysis and operational policies

Engaging with local businesses, communities
and stakeholders when implementing new
or changed parking arrangements.

6. Engage with stakeholders

City of Newcastle

However, desired mode share to sustainable
transport will not be achieved without deterrents
to unrestrained car use. Management of
parking needs to be firmly aligned with, and
complement CN’s efforts to improve walking
and cycling infrastructure and planning for
compact, mixed use neighbourhoods.

Our population is growing. Most of our future
development within the Newcastle LGA and
especially the City Centre will be infill development.
Our streets are largely fixed. We need to ensure
our parking decisions complement and support
other strategies for working towards a liveable,
sustainable city. This is particularly critical in our
centres. Vibrant, active, people-oriented, successful
centres are not achieved by planning around cars
and traffic. Planning for people should be our
focus. This approach is a central tenet of recent
guidance from the NSW Government, reflected
across planning, transport and health agencies.

Our plan to manage
parking demand and
utilisation

20
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1. Improve parking controls
for development
Objective 1:
Plan and manage parking controls to support CN’s
strategic objectives for mode shift to sustainable
transport and best use of public space.
We acknowledge the role that parking plays in
urban design outcomes and functioning of our
centres. The amount, location and design of parking
in new development will be carefully considered
to ensure vitality of centres and consistency with
our planning objectives for compact, walkable
neighbourhoods. In our centres, we will prioritise
space for emergency vehicles, walking and
riding and landscaping, over private cars.

Parking in new
development

To date, DCP provisions have required that each
development addresses parking needs on a siteby-site basis. Consideration of parking on a precinct
basis with consolidation of parking for multiple sites,
has the potential for more efficient use of spaces.
Similarly, an ‘unbundling’ approach, where parking
spaces are separately titled from dwellings, will create
a market for unused bays and improve utilisation.

Regional approach
The Greater Newcastle Future Transport Plan
and the Greater Newcastle Metropolitan Plan are
the overarching land use and transport planning
documents for our region, developed in concert
by Transport for NSW and the NSW Department
of Planning and Environment. Both documents
refer to cooperative work with Greater Newcastle
councils to improve public transport services,
active transport links and implementation of
travel demand management policies and tools
to response to growth in transport demand.

Park and ride facilities located at the right
locations can effectively increase public transport
patronage, provide decongestion benefits
and improve accessibility for commuters who
are not served by frequent public transport
feeder services. They can effectively extend
the market catchments for public transport.
Various locations for investigation have been
suggested in past reports (in addition to the scheme
for McDonald Jones Stadium), including District
Park and the former BHP site. It is clear that such
services are best managed by the NSW Government
given its role as the overarching provider of public
transport. Without a single master and decision
maker, park and ride services have been viewed
as a threat to existing public transport routes.
The Greater Newcastle Future Transport Plan16
acknowledges that a ‘consistent approach to
managing parking needs to be achieved and that it
‘cannot be undertaken in one area and not others’.

Actions:
1.1 Review the Newcastle Development Control Plan
provisions relating to access, parking and road
space allocation. The review should consider,
but not be limited to:
• Rates of parking provision - their basis, 		
		 whether a range is to be included, flat rate,
		 maximum rate or abolishment of 			
		 requirements and the areas to which 		
		 they should apply
• Provisions for flexibility in application of 		
		 parking rates
• Requirements for supporting documentation,
		 included a parking control and
		 management plan, to indicate how parking 		
		 will be managed
• Road widths and whether space for parking
		 should be included on road
• Identifying and reducing barriers to 		
			 unbundling of car parking
• Share parking
• Provision for electric vehicles 		
		 and car share parking.

Initiatives include:
Reviewing car parking provision across
Greater Newcastle and limiting parking in
centres where strong public transport exists
and exploring opportunities for park and
ride, car-pooling and car share services.
Encouraging and working with stakeholders to
develop travel demand management policies (retime, re-mode, re-route and reduce travel) such as
promoting people working from home or working
with employers to promote sustainable working
and organisational practices, travelling in off peak
periods or reallocation of road space to reduce
the number of single occupant vehicle trips.17

Over time, policy decisions for parking provision,
including supply restraint and pricing in the
Newcastle City Centre, and unconstrained parking
elsewhere, has been a factor in decentralisation
of shopping activities. Where alternative
locations exist to satisfy trip desires, restraint
measures may lead to a change of destination,
rather than a change in mode, reinforcing the
need for region wide policy consistency.

1.2 Investigate the potential for parking
consolidation and parking precincts, and
their implications for development controls.
1.3 Undertake, in conjunction with Transport
for NSW, analysis of trips patterns and
determine appropriate location and
feasibility of establishment of park and
ride facilities. Sites for park and bike (with
connection to key cycle routes) and park
and car pool could also be considered.
1.4 Advocate to Transport for NSW to progress, in
the short term, parking related actions in the
Greater Newcastle Future Transport Plan.
1.5 Apply the Movement and Place framework and
Safe Systems approach to guide decisions
about repurposing parking spaces.
1.6 Apply a hierarchy of users, prioritising space
for walking, riding, public transport, service
vehicles over private cars, in our activity centres.

City of Newcastle

Through our Newcastle Development Control Plan
(DCP), we directly influence the supply of parking.
The DCP contains objectives to facilitate increased
modal share to public transport and to encourage
consideration of alternatives to private vehicle
ownership use and parking. It contains rates of car
parking that are required in conjunction with new
development, which, outside of the Newcastle City
Centre, are largely based on the Guide to Traffic
Generating Development15 and are, for the most part,
indicated as flat rates. For the Newcastle City Centre,
a flat rate of one space per 60m2 of gross floor area
is required for all development other than residential
development. While variations to the parking rates
can be considered where it is demonstrated this
is appropriate, the process can be lengthy and
uncertain. The parking rates in the DCP should be
reviewed to ensure they are consistent with the
objectives to encourage alternative modes of travel.

The availability of car parking strongly influences
an individual’s decision to drive, particularly so if it
is cheap or free at the destination. A decision to
own a vehicle is influenced by the ease with which
they can park at their home. The consequences
of supply focused policies has led to changes
to policy, particularly in dense locations. Fixed
rates based on a single land use can make
future changes of use problematic. Abolishing
minimum parking requirements, or stipulation of
maximum rates, is becoming more commonplace
in development controls. It is timely for CN to review
rates and other aspects of development controls
to ensure that our parking controls align with our
transport and land use planning objectives.

Park and ride

22
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2. Manage parking demand

Orchardtown Road
Local Centre

Objective 2:
To manage parking demand to promote
turnover and achieve optimal utilisation and

The Local Centres Public Domain Program guides
the infrastructure renewal works in local and
neighbourhood centres throughout the Newcastle
LGA. There are 23 local centres (zoned B2 under
the Newcastle LEP) and 24 neighbourhood
centres, zoned B1, both of which are referred
to as ‘local centres’ in communication with the
community. In 2016, all centres were audited to
visually assess and rate the centres based on
criteria including activity, safety, amenity and
aesthetics, to prioritise centres for action.

The community identified the following objectives
for Blackbutt Village:

Blackbutt Village is dominated by vehicle
movements and parking, to the detriment of
safe pedestrian and cycle access and public
amenity. At this location Orchardtown Road
comprises three separate roadways with multiple
conflict points between vehicles, pedestrians
and cyclists. These significant safety issues are
compounded by traffic volumes of around 4,000
vehicles per day on the central through road.

These insights, together with data from site analysis
and the preliminary concept plans for a proposed
cycle route from Grinsell Street to Rydal Street, New
Lambton, were used to inform the draft Blackbutt
Village Orchardtown Road Public Domain Plan and
Traffic Plan. Exhibition results indicated a 50/50 split
on proposals for an overall reduction in car parking
to accommodate safety and amenity improvements.
Parking occupancy surveys indicate that introducing
and enforcing timed parking to prevent long stay
commuter parking will balance the net loss of
parking spaces by increasing parking vacancies.

support mode shift to sustainable transport.
Our management of parking complements other
CN activities to improve conditions for walking and
riding and reduce reliance on cars. We will use
technology, type and time restrictions and price,
to promote turnover, achieve optimal utilisation
and mode shift to sustainable transport.

A highly value local community hub
A great place for customers
Slower and enjoyable for walking and cycling
Having balanced investment in
movement and place

An online survey of Blackbutt Village Orchardtown
Road was conducted in December 2017 to gain
feedback from the community about issues related to
the public domain and priorities for improvement. In
June 2019, place experience surveys were conducted
with 50 community members to gain further insights.

Footpath connection to
Carnley Avenue Reserve within
Blackbutt Reserve

Optimising turnover
and utilisation
Multiple international studies suggests that
motorists are not concerned with the quantum
of parking on offer; they are concerned about
how easily they can find a parking space18.
Maintaining availability is the goal.

Trigger

Approximately 40%-60% of cars park here for longer than 4 hours. Timed
parking here would discourage commuter parking and allow greater turnover
for customer parking.

Proposed closure of Dunkley Avenue
intersection to remove a conflict point
and improve safety of the proposed
shared pedestrian and cycle path.

Availability of a proportion of spaces has the
following effects:

Reduction in congestion
Reduction in drivers’ frustration
Drivers are confident of finding a space
to park within a reasonable time

In response to recommendations made in the
2015 study of the Newcastle City Centre19, Council
adopted a Parking Management Framework,
which set out the trigger points at which
changes to parking management should be
considered. The framework20 is shown below:

Newcastle Parking Management Framework

BLAMEY AVE

Replacement of existing small
Bottle Brush trees with larger,
clear stem native habitat trees
so that branches are clear of
shared path users.

DUNKLEY AVE

3

40

At this level, parking resources are well used but
people can still easily find a space. Higher occupancy
levels can lead to frustration. Drivers will leave or
continue circulating and looking for a space. This
‘cruising’ for a space can contribute to congestion.

Elimination of cruising for parking

ORCHARDTOWN ROAD NEW LAMBTON PUBLIC DOMAIN AND TRAFFIC PLAN
Proposed additional pedestrian phase on the
western leg of the existing traffic lights to facilitate a
safer shared pedestrian and cycle path connection
between Kotara Station and Blackbutt Reserve.

A target occupancy of 85% of spaces is widely viewed
as the optimum capacity of on street parking. That
is, approximately one in seven spaces should be free.

3

40km/h High Pedestrian Activity Area
(HPAA) zone with associated traffic
devices created between Freyberg St
and Carnley Ave to improve pedestrian,
cycle and traffic safety.

Investigate future crossing
treatment options.

WESTERN SIDE ROAD

2

2

Unrestricted or time-limited
parking areas

Existing pay parking areas

85% of spaces occupied

Introduce pay parking
and shorter time limits

Increase parking fees and
discourage long stay parking

75% - 85% of spaces occupied

Introduce shorter time limits

Increase parking fees

50% - 75% of spaces occupied

Periodic monitoring;
survey every three years

Periodic monitoring

50% of spaces occupied

Increase the time period for parking Reduce parking fees
from 2P to 4P; survey every five years

Less than 20% of spaces
occupied

Remove all parking time limits

3

Footpath connection to Richley
Reserve within Blackbutt Reserve

40

Response

Proposed pedestrian refuge to
facilitate safe road crossing for
pedestrians and cyclists.

40

1
1

1

FREYBERG ST

CENTRAL THROUGH ROAD

ORCHARDTOWN ROAD

40

1

1

2

LE
RN
CA

1
EASTERN ONE WAY AISLE

Rationalisation of parking
access to improve safety

VE
YA

40

Explore options for relocating
southbound bus stop closer to shops

4

2
3

BLACKBUTT HOTEL

BOTTLE SHOP

POST OFFICE /
BOXES

HAIR STUDIO

TAKEAWAY

GROCER

ANNE
L

Proposed relocation of taxi zone to
Carnley Ave to improve access to
taxis and free up parking spaces in
front of shops.

City of Newcastle

BOUTIQUE

NEWS
AGENCY

EURO
PATISSERIE

REAL
ESTATE

FLORIST

DUNN’S
BUTCHERS

PHARMACY /
PATHOLOGY

Open space / parklet with opportunity
for community input into future use
and design through community
placemaking process.

New pedestrian crossing provides
a safe link between the parking and
shared path on the western side to the
shops and amenities to the east.

40
MYRA ST

No vehicles park along the shop fronts
for more than 4 hours. The existing
timed bays appear to be supporting
appropriate business parking turnover.

CH
NAGE
DRAI

Entry plaza with opportunity for
community input into future use
and design through a community
placemaking process.

Option for raised continuous pedestrian
path treatment to be investigated as
part of drainage review.

COFFEE

CHINESE
TAKEAWAY

Remove pay parking

BLACKBUTT MECHANICAL

Entry plaza with opportunity for
community input into future use
and design through a community
placemaking process.
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NOTE: THIS PLAN HAS BEEN PRODUCED FOR COMMUNICATION PURPOSES ONLY AT MASTER PLAN LEVEL AND IS NOT A DETAILED CIVIL DESIGN. FINAL
LAYOUTS WILL BE SUBJECT TO A DETAILED DESIGN PROCESS AND INVESTIGATIONS OF ALL SERVICES AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

KEY

Orchardtown Road, New Lambton, Public Domain and Traffic Plan
PROPOSED STREET TREE

EXISTING STREET TREE TO BE RETAINED AND PROTECTED

1

PROVIDES SHADE TO CAR PARKING SPACES, IMPROVES THE VISUAL AMENITY OF
THE STREET AND HELPS REDUCE TRAFFIC SPEEDS

2

PROPOSED RAIN GARDEN WHICH ABSORB WATER RUNOFF FROM ROADS AND
PASSIVELY IRRIGATE THE PLANTING

3

CAPACITY AVAILABLE IN SURROUNDING STREETS TO ABSORB COMMUTER PARKING DISPLACED BY PROPOSED TIME RESTRICTIONS

4

OPTIONAL OPEN SPACE / PARKLET FOR COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

EXISTING STREET TREE TO BE REMOVED
EXISTING KERB EXTENTS
SHOP AWNING EXTENTS
PROPOSED GARDEN BED
PROPOSED CONCRETE PAVEMENT

The Parking Management Framework is based on the concept of maintaining operational
efficiency, providing reasonable opportunity to access parking spaces. While payment for parking
is considered best practice, the introduction of time limits can also be used to encourage turnover.

PROPOSED POROUS PAVING
PROPOSED SHARED PATH (MATERIAL TO MINIMISE TREE IMPACT)
PROPOSED FOOTPATH CONNECTIONS TO BLACKBUTT RESERVE
TRAFFIC SPEED CUSHION
PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
BUS STOP
TAXI ZONE

24

40

40KM/H HIGH PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY AREA (HPAA) EXTENTS
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Enforcement
Enforcement of parking restrictions is an
essential component of parking management.
It encourages turnover of vehicles, supports
safety and access. Monitoring parking time limits
and restrictions helps to maintain the viability
of a commercial centre by maximising parking
opportunities for customers and visitors to the
many business and services being offered.
CN has an obligation to enforce the laws relating
to motor vehicle parking and to manage public
safety and traffic flow in accordance with:

Roads Act 1993
Road Transport Act 2013
Road Rules 2014
Local Government Act 1993

CN’s Transport and Compliance service unit
is responsible for the administration of motor
vehicle parking on public land in the Newcastle
LGA and the Parking Officers within this unit for
monitoring and enforcement. Subject to agreement
with the owner, CN also has the authority and
delegation to enforce private car parks. The
enforcement team operates between 6.30am and
7pm however the demand for an enforcement
presence regularly extends beyond these hours.
Parking Officers undertake patrols of on street and
off street parking, to ensure that parking spaces
being used in accordance with the signposted
restrictions. The restrictions may apply to the
type of vehicle permitted to use the space, the
time for which it can be used and/or fees that
apply. The task of monitoring parking turnover
and duration of stay is labour intensive however,
technology in this space is rapidly advancing
with the use of bay sensors and mobile licence
plate recognition increasing within the industry.

City of Newcastle

Where parking signs indicate a time limit, such
as 2P, a penalty applies if a vehicle is parked for
longer than the period indicated on the sign as the
maximum time for which a vehicle may be parked.
‘Feeding the meter’ is not an option. Measures
to improve communication and education of
parking rules and offences have been initiated.

26

Periodically, in response to community requests or
as a proactive measure, Parking Officers will target
specific illegal parking behaviour. These targeted
responses are generally focused on improving safety
and access. Examples include programs focusing on
illegal parking around schools, parking on footpaths
or across driveways and misuse of permits.
It is difficult to respond to all requests in a timely
manner. Use of technologies such as in ground
sensors and mobile licence plate recognition can
potentially supplement foot patrols to improve
efficiency of enforcement and coverage, facilitating
a more proactive approach to parking enforcement
and freeing up staff for other activities.
Actions:
2.1 Apply the Parking Management Framework
in City Centre parking precincts to optimise
utilisation and improve consistency of restrictions.
2.2 Undertake parking surveys in local centres
to understand issues, challenges and
opportunities to optimise utilisation and
improve consistency of restrictions.
2.3 Investigate the feasibility of vehicle
mounted licence plate recognition systems
to complement current enforcement and
collection of real time utilisation data.
2.4 Review allocation of kerbside space in local
centres to better match allocation with
adjacent land uses and facilitate flexible use.

3. Charge the right price
Objective 3:
To charge the right price for parking to help
manage parking demand, and reinvest paid parking
proceeds in the areas from which they are collected.
Payment for parking is considered ‘one of the
essential transport measures necessary to ensure the
long-term viability of commercial centres’21. Properly
designed paid parking provides the following benefits:
Increased turnover in parking spaces,
which often has the effect of reducing
traffic congestion by eliminating vehicles
circulating in search of parking places
An accurate time check on parking duration,
thereby simplifying enforcement
Discouragement of all-day or other
long term parkers from parking in areas
restricted for short term use
Reduction in the number of people
required for time-limit enforcement
Reduce potentially market distorting subsidies
that have induced excess auto travel
A source of revenue to the responsible
authority that can be used to fund the
provision of services to the public
The opportunity to impose price controls on
the demand for kerb space. Maximum charges
can be imposed where demand is greatest
while lower charges can assist in redistributing
demand to less competitive areas.

Different pricing models support different objectives,
and a ‘one size fits all’ pricing structure is unlikely
to be suitable for all locations. In general, pricing
structures should allow for highest pricing closest
to destinations and support customers and other
short-term visitors ahead of long-stay commuters.
On street parking should be priced higher than
off street parking, to discourage cruising.
Consideration is to be given to flexible pricing
structures that allow for variation in price
according to demand and associated issues
such as how precincts would be divided into
price areas (with similar parking demand profiles),
data requirements (occupancy surveys and their
frequency) and communication of price changes.

Who pays for parking?
The true costs of parking are rarely apparent.
They include land and construction costs,
subsidies to cars over other modes, externality
costs (pollution, congestion from traffic cruising)
and opportunity costs.
Costs of parking can be separated
into six broad categories:

Land costs
Design and development costs
Construction costs
Maintenance and operation costs
Decommissioning costs
Costs of environmental and aesthetic impacts

At grade parking areas consume approximately
35m2 of space. The Austroads Guide to
Traffic Management indicates that land
and construction costs per parking bay
range from $50,000 to $126,00022.
Parking spaces represent significant
opportunity costs, taking up land that could
otherwise by used for open space, other
transport modes or higher, more productive
uses. Provision of parking with development
increases development costs, which are then
passed on in goods and services sold.
Indirect costs fall disproportionately on low
income households and unfairly on those that
choose to walk, ride or use public transport.
Costs of externalities such as pollution and
congestion are borne by the wider society.
When parking is provided without charge, the
costs are borne indirectly by all of society.
Best practice parking management is to charge
directly for using parking facilities. This is fairer
and more efficient than paying indirectly.
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Charging for parking is often politically contentious.
Extensions to paid parking are politically unappealing,
and even more so in the context of the disruption
that has characterised the City Centre environment
in recent years, with construction of light rail, Bathers
Way and more recently East End development.
Community support for such upheaval is especially
unlikely if it is seen solely as a money-making exercise.
The parking literature indicates that charging
for parking is perceived more favourably if a
proportion of revenue is returned to the area
in which it was generated. This sentiment was
reflected in early engagement undertaken for
development of this Plan. In the USA, these
are known as parking benefit districts.
Further investigation is necessary. A potential
model is to allocate revenue to a transport
infrastructure reserve, to improve local amenity and
access to public transport through financing of
infrastructure such as local area traffic management
devices and compliant public transport stops
and other public domain improvements.

Actions:
3.1 Investigate pricing models and structures,
including flexible, demand-based pricing
structures for on and off street parking.
3.2 Develop a policy for local reinvestment of
paid parking proceeds, with consideration
to be given to types of projects funded,
where funds raised are spent, and how
projects will be identified and prioritised.

4. Improve customer
experience
Objective 4:
Improve the customer experience through
provision of clear information and
uptake of available technologies.
We will provide clear information about our
parking policies and management, and
address inconsistencies in signage. We will
make the best use of available technologies to
streamline processes and improve efficiency.
Previous studies of parking in the City Centre and
surrounds have noted confusing signage and
lack of clear information. Some improvements
have been made, however more can be done to
ensure clarity and consistency in signage and
information. This can be achieved by reducing
the number of different zones, through removal or
consolidation of parking restrictions and time limits.
Easy to access information about available parking
supply is scarce. Improved on street wayfinding
direction signage is required in most centres, with
the integration of technology to provide real time
information on parking space availability. Technology
can be introduced to provide better wayfinding
guidance, quicker location of vacant bays, more
convenient forms of payment, better control of permit
parking, and improved compliance with regulations.
‘Smart parking’, implemented through measures
such as new sensors, meters, mobile phone apps
and digital guidance systems, provides a range of
benefits, including:
Reducing time spent searching for a space
(and so less congestion and emissions)
Accurate sensing of parking space
occupancy in real time
Simplifying the customer experience
Real time monitoring of parking activity

Future possibilities are for dynamic parking signs
connected with sensors either on street and/or
in various car parks to advise parking availability,
with the real time status of parking spaces
transmitted from sensors to a central control system.
This would, in turn, update the parking spaces
availability signage with information about the
number and location of available spaces. In cities
where such systems have been implemented, they
have proven to reduce time spent cruising for
space, thereby reducing environmental impacts,
improving amenity and the customer experience.
Actions:
4.1 Undertake a communication and education
campaign to inform residents and stakeholders
of parking management measures.
4.2 Develop a consistent system to guide drivers
to car parks. System is to include a suite of
parking wayfinding signage, for CN, and
privately owned public car parking facilities.
4.3 Develop and promote digital parking tools
to enhance customer experience and
flexibility, including options to identify and
promote available parking, more convenient
forms of payment and electronic permits.
4.4 Liaise with private parking operators and
providers to offer better information about
off street availability. Guidance, compliance
and other technology should incorporate
both on and off street parking to ensure
that integrated comprehensive parking
information is collected and relayed.
4.5 Monitor performance of parking infrastructure
and replace/upgrade as required.

City of Newcastle

Informing decision making through analysis of data.

The EasyPark mobile app has been in use in
Newcastle for three years, allowing a simple to use,
convenient option for payment of parking. Use of the
app accounts for in excess of 40% of all pay parking
transactions. The app also provides guidance to
available parking, with real time data and predictive
modelling indicating the likelihood of finding a parking
space in the vicinity of the desired destination.
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5. Improve knowledge,
data analysis and
operational policies
Objective 5:

Parking data

To improve the knowledge base and policy

We have undertaken regular surveys of utilisation of on
street and public off street spaces in the City Centre,
however, we do not have accurate figures on the total
parking supply. Development of a database of on
and off street parking will allow ready observation of
trends and total parking supply. It will involve definition
of parking precincts, baseline estimates of parking
stock and coordination with development approvals
to capture future parking proposals. Consideration
is to be given to undertaking a comprehensive floor
space study to establish overall parking supply.

framework for parking-related decisions.
Our decisions on parking issues will be evidenced
based and transparent. Our operational
parking policies will allow for a consistent
approach to resolution of parking issues.

Operational policies

Understanding behaviour
We need to better understand who is using our centres,
why and how they get there (and their preferred modes
if options are available) to better inform decisions about
allocation of space and enhancement works. Centres
across Newcastle are subject to different pressures and
have varying standards of public transport, walking and
riding provisions that could support changes in travel
behaviour. Parking management measures need to
respond to local circumstances, but be consistent in aim.

Many people, mainly commuters, who require
long stay parking in and near the City Centre,
seek out free, unrestricted parking in the fringe
areas, in preference to payment for parking.
There are currently 17 residential parking precincts
and two exclusion zones in operation in Newcastle.
They are generally an exemption mechanism,
allowing permit holders unrestricted parking
in areas otherwise controlled by timed and/
or pay parking. The majority of the schemes
are concentrated in close proximity to the City
Centre and to Hamilton’s main street, Beaumont
Street. Schemes have also been implemented
in Broadmeadow, Adamstown and Waratah.
When permit schemes were originally set up, the
intent was to provide some assistance to inner
city residents and manage competing demands
for on street space by retaining some capacity
for use by residents of each area and their visitors.
A review of permit parking schemes and other
forms of road occupancy licence that impact on
parking supply was undertaken in 2017. The review
indicated that the manner in which the schemes
have been implemented has not been consistent
and that this inconsistency tends to cause
confusion and make management of schemes
less efficient. CN’s approach (and introduction
of schemes) has been focused on commercial
centres, which do not cover all significant land use
activities which generate significant demand.

Actions:
5.1 Establish a comprehensive database of on and
off street parking supply for the City Centre.
5.2 Undertake behavioural surveys to better
understand who is using our centres,
why and how they get there (and their
preferred modes if options were available)
to better inform decisions about allocation
and management of parking spaces.
5.3 Review the boundaries of parking
precincts and adjust as required.
5.4 Develop clear operational policies and
procedures for application of reserved
parking zones (loading zones, motorbike
parking, mobility parking, taxi stands,
buses and coaches, tour coaches).
5.5 Develop operational policies and procedures
to support shared mobility, including car share
5.6 Review operational policies and procedures
for establishment of permit parking schemes.
5.7 Establish operational policies and
procedures for responding to requests for
review of parking conditions in centres.
5.8 Establish a program for review and
assessment of parking and access in local and
neighbourhood centres, incorporating collection
of information about the purpose of visitor trips.
5.9 Prepare access and parking management
plans for our local centres.
5.10 Undertake regular data analysis and reporting
to inform and adjust parking approaches.

City of Newcastle

CN receives requests from businesses, residents
and the general public for new, or changes to,
parking restrictions. It is not always possible, or
appropriate, to change parking restrictions or
meet the customer’s expectations because of
competing demands and limited on street parking
space. A consistent approach that explains
how the various parking restrictions are applied
and how they will be enforced is needed.

Permit schemes
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6. Engage with stakeholders

Monitoring progress

Objective 6:

The objectives and actions outlined in this
Plan will be translated into specific, timebased actions and tasks as part of future
Delivery Programs and Operational Plans.

To engage with local businesses, communities
and stakeholders when implementing new
or changed parking arrangements.
Through our early engagement in developing
this Plan, we clearly heard that people want
to be informed and involved, and decisions
need to be open and firmly based on data.
Decisions on parking are made on a daily basis, by
individual officers, advisory groups and the elected
Council. We will undertake engagement in line with
the scale of the issue and proposed response, prior
to making changes, unless immediate action is
required to address a safety issue. Minor changes
may involve introduction of a loading zone, taxi zone,
or changes to time restrictions on a street or several
street sections in a specific area. Major changes may
involve restrictions across a centre, residential area or
introduction of fees. All changes involving prescribed
signage requires consideration by the Newcastle City
Traffic Committee. Our approach for minor and major
changes is outlined below.

Minor changes:
Following analysis of issue, report to
Newcastle City Traffic Committee
Letters to affected stakeholders with details of
proposal, known impacts and link to web page

We will ascertain progress on achieving our
objectives through a range of measures covering:
Parking utilisation
Perceptions
Mode share

Engage over a four-week period
Collate responses, prepare modified proposal
if required and report to Newcastle City
Traffic Committee for endorsement
Measure/indicator

Major changes:
Collection of data
Early engagement

Baseline/latest
available data

Data source

Frequency

Surveys by CN
or consultants

2-3 years, or as required by
each precinct in accordance
with the Parking Management
Framework

Parking utilisation
Parking utilisation in accordance
2019 survey data
with Parking Management Framework

Analysis of responses, preparation of proposals
Report to Newcastle City Traffic Committee
Engage over a four-week period
Collate responses, prepare modified proposal
if required and report to Newcastle City
Traffic Committee for endorsement

Actions:
6.1 Undertake engagement with the community
and stakeholders when implementing
parking management measures,
commensurate with the scale of change.

Mode share
Decrease in proportion of journeys
to work by car (driver or passenger)

72.3% (2016 Census)

ABS Census

5 years

Increase in proportion of journeys to
work by public and active transport

9.6% (2016 Census)

ABS Census

5 years

Improved customer perceptions
about parking availability

CN engagement

2 years

Improved perceptions by community
about parking engagement

CN engagement

Perceptions

City of Newcastle

Improved perceptions by community
about parking information
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Cycling and Parking
Stakeholder engagement report
City of Newcastle is updating two key plans, the Cycling Plan and Parking Plan,
which support our aspirations for Newcastle to be a smart, liveable and sustainable
global City.

To inform development of the two draft plans, City of Newcastle (CN) held a series of workshops with
key stakeholders in September 2020.
The purpose of the workshops was to discuss the roles of cycling and parking – and our streetscapes
in general – in contributing to the City we want today and need for tomorrow, and to explore the
challenges and the opportunities.
The workshops explored draft principles and issues around four key areas.

Streetscapes

Cycling

Parking

Implementation

This report outlines the draft principles and summarises stakeholder feedback in these four areas.

We consulted:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport for NSW
Department of Regional NSW
Hunter and Central Coast
Development Corporation
University of Newcastle
Property Council
Urban Development Institute of
Australia

newcastle.nsw.gov.au

•
•
•
•
•
•

Newcastle Cycleways Movement
Hunter Business Chamber
Representative for Business Improvement
Associations
CN Liveable Cities Advisory Committee
CN Strategy and Innovation Advisory
Committee
CN Cycleways Working Party
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Streetscapes
We focus on the highest and best use of our streetscapes, which are a finite, precious resource.
Our streetscapes are a significant contributor to the economic, social and physical wellbeing of our
City.
We realise the fantastic potential for Newcastle to shift to sustainable transport modes, which is a
clear community priority.
We balance and resolve the ‘competition between users’ to optimise the design, management and
benefits of our streetscapes.

What we heard:
There was broad agreement that our streetscapes need to safely accommodate a range of uses and
purposes. These include walking, bike riding, travelling by car or public transport, parking, as well as
contributing to our sense of community, facilitating business activity and allowing for future trends
such as the emergence of micromobility options. Several stakeholders suggested CN turn to best
practice examples, both locally and internationally, to help guide the Plans.
Some stakeholders suggested our streetscapes should give greater priority to people over cars, and
most stakeholders agreed that bringing the community on this journey and driving behaviour change
is critical to successfully transitioning the community to more sustainable transport modes. Trials were
suggested as a means of fostering behaviour change.
Balancing needs and reducing conflicts to improve safety were raised in most workshops. Some
stakeholders suggested a hierarchy is needed to better define how our streetscapes could work, while
acknowledging that what works in the city centre may not work in the suburbs and vice-versa.
One element some stakeholders said was missing in the Streetscape principles is environmental
considerations, noting the importance of trees in streetscapes. Better defining what is meant by
highest and best use was also suggested as an improvement to the Streetscape principles.

Cycling
We plan cycling as an integral component of our streetscapes and our approach to sustainable
transport.
We improve safety and comfort to increase the participation in cycling.
We provide safe cycling infrastructure to connect the cycling network, including our local centres.
We want to normalise cycling and walking for short trips.

What we heard:
While the principles were supported overall, there was a call to focus on normalising cycling first.
Leveraging the health benefits of bike riding was not seen as strong enough on its own to promote
participation. The focus should be on improving safety and providing education. Youth were
suggested as a good target for campaigns to normalise bike riding, either through initiatives to
support riding bikes or scooters to school or through improved driver education training.
Across many of the workshops, integration of cycling with public transport was important. This was
expressed as cycling being part of the journey and that secure bike storage is essential at key
transport nodes. End-of-trip facilities including bathrooms and lockers were also suggested more
generally, with secure bike storage again emphasised.

newcastle.nsw.gov.au
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Improving connectivity was raised in most workshops. Signage and availability of information about
cycling routes were viewed as having important roles to play in this regard.
A number of stakeholders commented on the different types of people who ride bikes (e.g. commuters,
fitness riders, families, weekend riders) and noted that their different needs and preferences should be
addressed in the Plans. Comment was also made more broadly around terminology, cycling and
cyclists, and the negative connotations these may evoke. Discussion also took place around whether
micromobility options should be considered alongside cycling.
From the cycling community, there was a call to reduce dependency on cars and this was mirrored
among some other stakeholders who suggested measures that make driving less appealing. Some
cycling stakeholders noted that shared paths are not cycleways and expressed a preference for
cycleways separated from both motorists and pedestrians. Others from the cycling community
suggested existing infrastructure could be modified to improve safety and reduce conflict between
users.

Parking
We plan parking as an integral component of our streetscapes and our approach to sustainable
transport.
We provide parking with a focus on demand management, not demand satisfaction.
We charge the right price for kerbside parking.
We reinvest paid parking proceeds to improve the streetscapes they are collected from.

What we heard:
Across many of the workshops, stakeholders commented that convenience is key when it comes to
parking with many in the Newcastle community expecting free parking very close to their desired
destination, with a perception that business relies on parking at the doorstep. These views are
challenged by a comment from one stakeholder who noted that at large shopping centres (like
Westfield Kotara and Charlestown Square), people often walk 500 metres from their car to a shop.
There was general support for encouraging parking space turnover through time restrictions, though
restrictions should be developed considering the types of businesses in an area, noting that different
areas may require different approaches. There was also a call for consideration of off-street parking
options, with some stakeholders noting underutilisation of commercial parking areas.
Developing the ‘right price’ for on-street parking was viewed as challenging. Some commented that
the price of parking should be positioned as more expensive than public transport, with others noting
that parking needs to be equitable for all. One stakeholder suggested surge-based pricing. There was
general agreement that parking should be for customers and patrons above business owners and
employees.
The idea of investing parking proceeds to improve the streetscapes they are collected from was
generally well received. Education and transparency of how the proceeds would be used were noted
as important to the success of such an approach. Allowing some flexibility in the use of kerbside
parking for local businesses or the community was also suggested (e.g. allowing pop-up activities).
Integration of parking with other transport modes, such as having parking available near public
transport nodes or cycleways into the City centre, was raised by several stakeholders as a means of
transitioning to sustainable transport modes. Similarly, incentives for carpooling was also raised.
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Implementation
We plan our projects in accordance with agreed Council priorities and best practice requirements.
We engage early and regularly with project stakeholders.
We optimise the benefits of our projects by addressing multiple projects.
We outline the evidence and need for change and explore the ‘trade-offs’ between different issues.

What we heard:
Across almost all workshops, early engagement where key stakeholders and the broader community
can help shape and provide feedback on key strategic directions and initiatives in the Plans was
strongly supported. Care needs to be taken to ensure a diverse range of stakeholders are engaged.
Bringing the community on the journey through consultation, education and communication of key
initiatives was viewed as essential in building trust and driving behaviour change.
Several stakeholders called for evidence-based decision making, where initiatives are trialled and
data gathered to help evaluate their effectiveness. Pilots and staging were suggested by many, with
this approach viewed as useful in demonstrating benefits to the community.
Stakeholders suggested CN needs to be clear about what is under our remit and identify the priorities
within the Plans. Some stakeholders called for CN to be bold in this regard, acknowledging this may
involve challenging conversations along the way. More broadly, some stakeholders noted a holistic
approach is required that ties back to the CN Transport Strategy.

Next Steps
CN will consider stakeholder feedback in finalising drafts of the Cycling and Parking Plans.
The draft Plans are expected to go on public exhibition for community feedback from late 2020.
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